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		This book uses a novel concept to teach the finite element method, applying it to solid mechanics. This major conceptual shift takes away lengthy theoretical derivations in the face-to-face interactions with students and focuses on the summary of key equations and concepts; and to practice these on well-chosen example problems.

	
		For this new, 2nd edition, many examples and design modifications have been added, so that the learning-by-doing features of this book make it easier to understand the concepts and put them into practice.

	The theoretical derivations are provided as additional reading and students must study and review the derivations in a self-study approach. The book provides the theoretical foundations to solve a comprehensive design project in tensile testing. A classical clip-on extensometer serves as the demonstrator on which to apply the provided concepts. The major goal is to derive the calibration curve based on different approaches, i.e., analytical mechanics and based on the finite element method, and to consider further design questions such as technical drawings, manufacturing, and cost assessment. Working with two concepts, i.e., analytical and computational mechanics strengthens the vertical integration of knowledge and allows the student to compare and understand the different concepts, as well as highlighting the essential need for benchmarking any numerical result. 
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Beyond the Market: Designing Nonmarket Accounts for the United StatesNational Academy Press, 2004
One of the long-standing goals of the Committee on National Statistics (CNSTAT) is the improvement of economic measurement and the data sources crucial to that measurement. In working toward that goal, recent CNSTAT panels have produced reports on price and cost-of-living indexes, poverty measurement, measurement of the economy’s government...
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Building Internet FirewallsO'Reilly, 1995

	More than a million systems are now connected to the Internet, and something like 15 million people in 100 countries on all seven continents use Internet services. More than 100 million email messages are exchanged each day, along with countless files, documents, and audio and video images.Everyone is jumping on the Internet bandwagon. Once a...
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How to Succeed in Commercial Photography: Insights from a Leading ConsultantAllworth Press, 2007
Photographers looking to develop their vision, values, and business plans will find the keys to success in How to Succeed in Commercial Photography. Veteran photography consultant Selina Maitreya provides photographers at every career stage with all the tools they need for a prosperous career and a rewarding life in commercial photography. She...
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Fun and Games: Second International Conference, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, October 20-21, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008


	The use of computing technology for entertainment purposes is not a recent phenomenon.

	Video game consoles, home computers and other entertainment media

	have been used widely for more than three decades, and people of all ages are spending

	an increasing amount of time and money on these technologies.
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PHP Fast & Easy Web Development, 2nd EditionPremier Press, 2002
Don’t spend your time wading through manuals to learn PHP. Spend it doing what you do best—creating Web pages! Get the skills you need to install PHP, create a database, and upload files to the Web. Combining easy-to-understand instructions with visual examples, PHP Fast & Easy Web Development, 2nd Edition offers a...
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Implementing Splunk: Big Data Reporting and Development for Operational IntelligencePackt Publishing, 2013

	Splunk is a data collection, indexing, and visualization engine for operational intelligence. It's a powerful and versatile search and analysis engine that lets you investigate, troubleshoot, monitor, alert, and report on everything that's happening in your entire IT infrastructure from one location in real time. Splunk collects,...
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